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R&B with a touch of pop 16 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover, POP: Today's Top 40

Details: immij (pronounced "image") consists of four eclectic Asian American females with different

backgrounds, styles, and personalities, but all share the same passion for music. With a childhood bond

and in singing for the Lord, the desire to sing together as immij emerged. Since 2000, immij has been

performing at various high schools, colleges, festivals, and special events. immij's fan base has

consistently grown throughout California, as this four part female R&B group is capturing not only

audiences, but the eye of the media as well. With interviews and features on immij in local newspapers,

publications, and television shows, such as ABS-CBN's "Stateside", the buzz on this new group is no

longer local. With their new debut album entitled "Destined" released, and plans for touring on its way,

soon enough Doris, Kris, Lyn, and Mei will share their music with the rest of the world. immij's sisterly

bond and love for the Lord first brought them together and has given these ladies the foundation to

continue on. Doris and Kris, as sisters, and Lyn and Mei, as cousins, met as young children in very first

church choir. Meeting in their early elementary school ages, little did they know that their musical bond

would turn into what is now immij. Not only does each member sing, but also dance, play different

instruments, and most of all write their own songs. In only a span of three months, these ladies have been

able to compile fifteen original tracks for what is now their debut album, "Destined". With a growing fan

base and a media buzz, a CD release was evident, and from that decision, everything fell into place. With

the launch of their own independent record label and with the help of producers and staff, making it

happen, was what happened. With a new style, news songs, and a new fan base, immij strives to pave

the way for the Asian American community through music. immij not only hopes to bring communities

together, but breakthrough into the mainstream music industry. With the excitement to perform and a
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fresh audience demand ready at hand, the path ahead for Doris, Kris, Lyn and Mei as immij truly has

been destined.
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